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l To @ZZ whom it may concern. 
Beit known that I, JOHN E. LLOYD, a citizen 

of the United States, residing at Cleveland, in 
the county of Cuyahoga and State of Ohio, 
have invented new and useful Improvements 
in Electrically-Illuminated Signs, of which 
the following is a specilication. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

electrically-illuminated signs, and pertains to 
a sign and an electrical lamp adapted to be 
arranged in a sidewalk, all of which will be 
fully described hereinafter. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure lis 
a perspective sectional view of my invention, 
showing it applied to a sidewalk over a cellar. 

- Fig. 2 is an enlarged central vertical sectional 
view of Fig. l. Fig. 3 is a vertical central 
sectional view showing my invention applied 
to an opening in a sidewalk where there is no 
cellar beneath it. Fig. 4 is a diagrammatical 
View of the transparent sheet for enabling 
me to give the letters of the sign diüerent 
colors. Fig. 5 is an enlarged vertical sectional 
View through one side of the metal ring which 
carries the sign. , 
Referring now to the drawings, A is the 

sidewalk, in which there is an opening pro 
vided with the usual metal ring B, and fitting 
in this ring B is a ring C, which is constructed 
to carry the sign. The upper face of this 

, ring C is provided with an annular recess 
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forming an annular shoulder c, and resting 
upon this shoulder c is a thick glass D. This 
glass D is smaller in diameter than the recess 
forming the flange c, leaving a space around 
the edge of 'the glass for the reception of a 
suitable cement CZ for the purpose of making 
a water-tight joint between the glass and the 
plate C. Beneath the flange c the plate Cis 
provided with a beveled edge e, preferably 
slightly inclined outward, as illustrated, and 
this additional thickness of the plate formed 
by the said beveled edge e is adapted to re 
ceive the sign and a retaining glass plate Gr'. 
AThe sign is composed of a sheet of card 

board E, which preferably has a black upper 
surface, thus making it _practically opaque, 
and a transparent sheet of paper F, the card 

' board E and the sheet F being shown in exag 
50 gerated thickness in Fig. 5 to more clearly show 

i their relative arrangement in their operative 
positions. The cardboard E has cut in it the 

letters constituting the sign, as illust-rated in 
Fig. 1, and the transparent sheet F is situated 
under it, yand these two are held in position 55 
by the glass G, the glass Gin turn being held 
in position by means of putty g. By refer 
ence to Fig. 5 it is clearly shown that the 
glass, the cardboard, and the transparent 
sheet are preferably smaller in diameter than 6o 
the annular space formed by the íiange c, 
whereby there is a space for the reception of 
the putty g for the purpose of still further 
insuring the sign against any leak, and the 
putty is then extended outward horizontally, 65 
as shown at h in Fig. 5, for holding the glass, 
and consequently the cardboard and the 
transparent sheet, in position. 
By reference to Fig. 4 it will be seen that 

the transparent sheet F is colored, asshown 
atf and f’, into any desired colors by a water 
or other transparent paint, and f” indicates 
the original color (white) of the transparent 
sheet. Applying this sheet in Fig. 4 toFig. 
1, it will be seen that the letters constituting 
the sign at the upper side thereof would be 
one color and the lower side another color, 
and at the center they would be white when 
a light is placed below the sign, as I will now 
explain. ` “ 

Projecting from a suitable su pport is a sup-M*- c, 
porting-arm I, here shown with its upper end 
attached to the plate B ; but it may be at 
tached to any other desired point of the un 
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der side of the sidewalk A when there is a 85 
cellar beneath. This support I is here shown 
in the form of a gooseneck, with its lower end 
K constructed to receive a porcelain base L 
of au incandescent~electriclamp socket M, 
and which base L is secured thereto in any 9o 
suitable manner, here shown by means of 
screws 3. This porcelain base L supports the 
lamp-socket M, which in turn receives the in; ì 
candescent lamp T, and the porcelain base 
L also supports a refiector-collar N, adapted 
to receive and support a reñector P. This re 
iiector P is in the form of a truncated cone 
with its upper edge turned inward, as shown 
at u, and resting against the under side of the 
plate C, but which is supported entirely in- roo 
dependent thereof. The Wires S, which are 
electrically connected with the incandescent 
lamp T, arel also connected in any desired 
manner to an electrical source, and when the 
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current is turned on the light is strongly re 
?lected through the sign, which is clearly 
shown upon the sidewalk. 
When itis desired to change the sign, it is 

only necessary to remove the plate G and the 
putty at the point h, which will then permit 
the cardboard and the transparent sheet to 
be removed and another cardboard with a 
different sign and the same or a differently 
colored transparent sheet placed in position 
and the plate Gr again secured by putty. 
W hen my invention is applied to a sidewalk 

where there is no cellar beneath it, an open 
ing is cut therein, and inserted in this open 
ing is preferably a box Q, as shown in Fig. 3, 
to the bottom R of which the porcelain base 
L of the lamp is secured, the porcelain base 
in turn supporting the lamp-socket and the 
reflector. The glass D is made sufficiently 
thick to support the weight of pedestrians, 
While it is yet transparent, and to permit the 
free passage therethrough of light passing 
through the openin gs in the cardboard E. 

lVhile I have here shown the sign round in 
form, it will be readily understood that in 
some cases it will be made of a rectangular 
or diamond shape or any other desired con~ 
tour without departing from the spirit of my 
invention. So, also, if desired, the sign may 
be made a permanent one by painting it di 
rectly upon the glass instead of using the cut 
out _cardboard and transparent sheet hereto 
fore described. e 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is 

l. An improved electrically  illuminated 
` sign comprising a ring carrying a transpar 
ent sign adapted to be supported by the Wall 
of an opening in a sidewalk, a burner sup 
ported at a point below the sign and project 

ing toward it, a support for said burner in 
dependent of the sign, and au upwardly-di 
verging rellector supported by the burner, 
the diverging end of the reliector ot a size to 
practically ñll the opening in the sidewalk 
and to completelyembrace the said sign, sul) 
stantially as described. 

2. An improved electrically -illuminated 
sign for sidewalks comprising a burner and 
sign-supporting ringB supported by the wall 
of the opening in the sidewalk, a sign-sup 
porting ring C supported by the ring B, a 
burner situated below the sign and project 
ing toward it, a support I having its upper 
end secured to and supported by the ring B 
and its lower end extending inward and up 
ward toward the sign for supporting said 
burner, anda reiiector supported by the said 
burner with its diverging end practically in 
closing the opening in the sidewalk and com 
pletely inclosing the said sign, substantially 
as described. 

3. A sidewalk-sign comprising a sidewalk 
having therein an opening for a burner and 
a reflector, a transparent sign closing the up 
per end of said burner and refiector opening, 
a burner situated within the opening, a re 
flector also situated within the opening and 
supported by the burner, the reflector di 
verging upwardly inclosing the upper end of 
the burner and reflector opening and com 
pletely embracing the transparent sign, and 
a support for the said burner, substantially 
as described. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. 

JOHN E. LLOYD. 
ÑVitnesses: 

K. H. HETTER, 
GLENN E. GRIsWoLD. 
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